Great Impressions® 2.0 Walk-Off Mats

Coastal
Spruce
(02)

Manhattan
Grey
(03)

Pure
Ebony
(12)

For effective floorcare with style.
Our versatile and innovative walk-off mats are manufactured using UniFirst’s
next-generation mat construction. These heavy-duty, nylon-tufted, solution-dyed mats
offer superior soil trapping capabilities, while the stay-put “hugger” backing helps
improve overall safety. Absorbent surfaces trap and hold up to a gallon of water per
square yard, while contemporary color design options enhance any décor. Maintain a
cleaner and more attractive work environment, keep floors from becoming slippery,
protect expensive flooring, and reduce your overall maintenance costs with UniFirst
floor mat services.
• T
 ufted nylon yarns collect and hold dirt
and moisture better than alternatives

 ertified as “high traction” by the
• C
National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI)

• T
 hicker pile offers a more luxurious
appearance and feel

• M
 eets Federal Flammability
Standard DOC FF 1-70

• L
 ay-flat borders and stay-put rubber
“hugger” backing help improve safety

• C
 omplies with Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements

• Popular colors provide distinctive styling

• R
 egular pickup and professional
laundering ensures mats always look
their best and remain fully functional

• Sizes fit most common placements

Desert
Brown
(13)

Toledo
Red
(21)

Embassy
Blue
(69)

Steel
Blue
(78)

76GA 3' x 5' | 76GB 4' x 6' | 76GC 3' x 10' | 76GD 4' x 8'
Ask about UniFirst's other proprietary mat lines, including: scraper; anti-fatigue;
"wet area" flow-through; message and safety; and custom logo and photo mats.
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Great Impressions® 2.0 Walk-Off Mats
Mat Features
Nitrile rubber formulation stands up
to the toughest environments and
helps improve safety.
Exclusive contemporary color line
enhances virtually any decor.
Vibrant colors stand up to hard
use and industrial laundering
better with tufted-in, solution-dyed
carpet top color patterns.

Unique "hugger" back design for
stability and placement security.

Great Impressions 2.0 vs. the Competition
Mat Component

Purpose

UniFirst Great
Impressions 2.0

Competitor Averages

®

Rubber Thickness

Denser rubber helps mats stay in place,
reduces flex, and improves durability.

65 mil.

55–60 mil.

Border Thickness

Thicker borders reduce potential for tears
and curling, and improve overall strength.

103 mil.

90–100 mil.

Mat Weight (3'x5')

Heavier weight helps hold mats in place
and reduces potential for "flip-ups."

8.0 lbs.

6.3–7.0 lbs

Backing

Unique "hugger" backing is proven to
minimize mat movement and performs
better on multiple floor surfaces than
alternative backing materials.

UniFirst “hugger” back

Non-"hugger" backs

National Floor Safety Institute

All UniFirst-manufactured floor mats are certified as “high
traction” by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI).
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